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Back-of-Device Force Feedback Improves
Touchscreen Interaction for Mobile Devices
Jens Maiero, David Eibich, Ernst Kruijff, André Hinkenjann, Wolfgang Stuerzlinger, Hrvoje Benko,
Gheorghita Ghinea
Abstract—Touchscreen interaction suffers from occlusion problems as fingers can cover small targets, which makes interacting with
such targets challenging. To improve touchscreen interaction accuracy and consequently the selection of small or hidden objects we
introduce a back-of-device force feedback system for smartphones. We introduce a new solution that combines force feedback on the
back to enhance touch input on the front screen. The interface includes three actuated pins at the back of a smartphone. All three pins
are driven by micro servos and can be actuated up to a frequency of 50Hz and a maximum amplitude of 5mm. In a first psychophysical
user study, we explored the limits of the system. Thereafter, we demonstrate through a performance study that the proposed interface
can enhance touchscreen interaction precision, compared to state-of-the-art methods. In particular the selection of small targets
performed remarkably well with force feedback. The study additionally shows that users subjectively felt significantly more accurate
with force feedback. Based on the results, we discuss back-to-front feedback design issues and demonstrate potential applications
through several prototypical concepts to illustrate where the back-of-device force feedback could be beneficial.
Index Terms—User interfaces - Haptic interfaces, Human computer interaction - Back-of-device interaction, Mobile applications
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I NTRODUCTION
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ESEARCHERS have been fascinated with the possibilities
of back-of-device (BoD) interaction, since the appearance of the first prototypes about a decade ago. Motivated
by efforts to minimize screen occlusion through fingers,
early prototypes like LucidTouch [1] made use of pseudotransparent displays. At the back, users could interact with
the full screen content using touch input without occluding
content. One hope was that back interaction could compensate for poor pointing performance, especially for the
selection of smaller objects.
Within this paper, we take an alternative approach to
BoD interaction. Instead of touch input on the back, we
explore the potential of force feedback at the back to enhance
thumb-based touch interaction on the front-of-the-device
(FoD) screen. Adding force feedback to smartphones has
great potential, as many force events currently are substituted through tactile (vibration) or visual-only feedback
mechanisms, which affects the perception of those events
[2]. Consider pressing a button: in real life, we receive
physical (force) and tactile (surface) feedback while pressing
the button down. With current smartphones, usually audiotactile feedback (”click”) and a change in button color indicates that a button is pressed, which is not compliant with
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real-world interaction. Based on previous work, we assume
that force feedback could affect performance positively, in
particular for thumb-based interaction that often suffers
from occlusions. Moreover, as we will investigate in our
studies, force feedback might improve performance in tasks
that, in the real world, do not depend on such feedback.
Studies have shown that tactile feedback can increase
performance in target selection tasks [3] [4]. However, the
exploration of force feedback in smartphones is rare. A
major cause is that adding force feedback actuators to the
front display has many physical form factor constraints,
which makes physical construction challenging. For example, mounting an actuator on the front would occlude part
of the display, and likely hinder input. In contrast, the
main research problem our approach faces is how well force
feedback at the BoD works.
1.1

HapticPhone contributions

Through a novel device for exploring the haptic design
space on the back of smartphones, this paper presents a
new BoD approach (see Figure 1). We use BoD feedback
to overcome physical form-factor challenges for adding
force feedback to the front of the device and explore this
novel design space by looking into the human and technical
aspects of our new interface approach. The direction of this
haptic feedback method is orthogonal to the back of the
mobile phone, similar to a pin moving out of the back and
pushing the finger away.
The four core contributions of this paper are:
•

A novel interface and feedback metaphor, which extends
a smartphone with relayed back-to-front force feedback to enhance touch-based interaction on the front
screen.

